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The Twelve Traditions of
Cocaine Anonymous

The Twelve Steps of
Cocaine Anonymous

1.  Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery 
depends upon C.A. unity.

2.  For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority –
a loving God as He may express Himself in our group
conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants; they do 
not govern.

3.  The only requirement for C.A. membership is a desire to stop
using cocaine and all other mind-altering substances.

4.  Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting
other groups or C.A. as a whole.

5.  Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry its message
to the addict who still suffers.

6.  A C.A. group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the C.A. 
name to any related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems
of money, property and prestige divert us from our primary
purpose.

7.  Every C.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining
outside contributions.

8.  Cocaine Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional,
but our service centers may employ special workers.

9.  C.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we may create 
service boards or committees directly responsible to those they
serve.

10.   Cocaine Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence 
the C.A. name ought never be drawn into public controversy.

11.   Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than
promotion; we need always maintain personal anonymity at the 
level of press, radio, television and films.

12.   Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our Traditions, ever
reminding us to place principles before personalities.*

1.  We admitted we were powerless over cocaine and all other
mind-altering substances – that our lives had become
unmanageable.

2.  Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could
restore us to sanity.

3.  Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of
God as we understood Him.

4.  Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

5.  Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the
exact nature of our wrongs.

6.  Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of
character.

7. Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.

8.  Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing
to make amends to them all.

9.  Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except
when to do so would injure them or others.

10.   Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong
promptly admitted it.

11.   Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious
contact with God as we understood Him, praying only for
knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry
that out.

12.   Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these Steps,
we tried to carry this message to addicts, and to practice these
principles in all our affairs.**
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• Making announcements during regular 
meetings of the Home Group and during business 
meetings about things happening in the 
District or Area.

• Seeking input from the Home Group 
conscience regarding elections or any other 
matters upon which the GSR anticipates 
casting a vote at District and/or Area meetings.

• Bringing any concerns, ideas, feedback, etc., 
that the Home Group may have to District and/or 
Area meetings.

• Keeping the Alternate GSR informed in case 
he or she needs to fill in for the GSR.

• Seeing that the Traditions are followed in the 
Home Group and encouraging regular group 
inventories.

For many of us, serving as GSR was a vital 
step to delving deeper into our Fellowship and 
our personal recovery. Every represented 
voice of the Group informs the collective 
conscience of C.A. In keeping with the 
Eleventh Tradition, the GSR fulfills his or her 
service position with enthusiasm and radiates 
that spirit within the Group, serving by 

example! 

*The C.A. World Service Manual (WSM) is cited herein for 
specific additional information, but it also provides valuable 

guidance regarding all levels of C.A. service. The WSM can be 
found in the Service section of the C.A. World Services website, 

www.ca.org. The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions (the 
“Twelve and Twelve") and The A.A. Service Manual, Combined 

With the Twelve Concepts for World Service offer additional 
guidance regarding the Traditions and Concepts. Although these 

two Alcoholics Anonymous publications are not C.A. World 
Service Conference-approved literature, it is the opinion of the 
Conference that they are also valuable tools to support C.A. 
members in their recovery. For clarification, please refer to 

the Advisory Opinions referenced in the section of the WSM 
dealing with approved literature. In the spirit of Tradition Six, C.A. 

is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, 
organization or institution.

or any other service commitment. It is suggested 
to first consult with one’s sponsor, seeking an objective 
and honest appraisal of one’s readiness and 
qualifications. A nominee should have a working 
knowledge of the Twelve Steps and the Twelve 
Traditions. It is also suggested to become familiar with the 
C.A. World Service Manual,* particularly the Twelve 
Concepts of World Service and Robert’s Rules of Order 
as well as any local service guidelines. A nominee should 
also be fully aware of and consider the level of 
commitment and sacrifice of time involved. 

GSR responsibilities typically include the following: 

• Active membership in the Home Group.

• Attending Home Group business meetings. In Groups 
without a separate business meeting chair, the 
GSR usually chairs the business meeting.

• Attending their District/Area meetings and 
Assemblies, paying close attention to topics of 
specific interest that are vital to facilitating unity 
between the Group and the rest of the Fellowship. 
These topics include but are not limited to:

o Fundraisers and events;

o Service Position vacancies and nominations
•

o Tabled or passed motions; and

o Any subject on which Group input is sought.

To convey this information effectively, it is 
suggested that the GSR take notes at all business 
meetings, obtain minutes of previous District/
Area meetings, and bring any available flyers back 
to the Group for distribution. 

• Keeping the Group informed about World Service 
Delegate activities.

Being a GSR 

Welcome to the service community of Cocaine 
Anonymous! Many of our members have found 
fulfillment and serenity by allowing their Higher 
Power to work through them in service to our 
Fellowship.  

Most of our trusted servants began their 
journey at the Group level by doing things like 
greeting members at the door, making coffee, 
setting up chairs, or cleaning up after the 
meeting. Through these commitments, we 
began to see the value of service and how our 
actions can benefit others. We also 
experienced a new source of humility, joy, and 
unity, often making lifelong friends in the 
process. Over time, we demonstrated our 
trustworthiness and increasingly selfless 
commitment to our fellows and our Home 
Group. We then became ready for a new level of 
trusted service to the Fellowship.  

One of the most important service positions to 
which a member can be elected is the Group 
Service Representative, or GSR. The majority of 
our future trusted servants at the District, Area, 
and even World Service levels will have served as 
GSRs. Groups should take great care with GSR 
selection, as the quality of the District/Area 
service bodies and ultimately World Services 
can only be as good as the choices the individual 
Groups make. 

The main purpose of the GSR is to provide two-way 
communication between the Group and the 
District or Area, depending upon the local service 
structure. The GSR should also be trusted with 
the Group’s vote. Although a GSR does not 
require Group approval to vote on matters 
affecting the Group or C.A. as a whole, it is the 
responsibility of the GSR to vote being mindful of 
the group conscience (see Concept Three, the 
traditional “Right of Decision”).* 

There are some important considerations prior to 
accepting a nomination to the GSR position 




